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Black ops 2 tranzit locations

in: Call of Duty: Black Ops II Gametypes Edit Share Moon/Nuketown Zombies (chronologically) Nuketown Zombies (in-game)Die Rise (chronologically) Call of Duty: Black Ops II Samuel Stuhlinger, Marlton Johnson, Abigail Misty Briarton, Russman Hanford, Washington, U.S.A. Survive as long as possible against the unlimited waves of the undead. Obey the voices Zombies,
Napalm Zombies, Denizens, Avogadro Continue the fight against the undead and look for clues to the truth of what awaits us ... - Description TranZit is a zombie story mode featured in Call of Duty: Black Ops II. TranZit works like any other Zombies map apart from map size and some of the new utilities. A new, buildable feature allows the player to collect parts and build certain
items, which offer useful mechanics to help survivors in the game. Examples include the pack-a-punch machine; a new Wonder Weapon, the Thrustodyne Aeronautics Model 23 (commonly referred to as the Jet Gun); a portable power source similar to a turbine; an electric trap; an improvised automatic turret for machine guns; and a Zombie Shield, the Zombies variant of the
multiplayer weapon, the Assault Shield. The player can also add upgrades, such as stairs and plows, to the bus to help them by preventing zombies from violating the bus or allowing access to the bus roof. Two new types of enemies appear, the Denizen and the Avogadro. Weapons/equipment, parts and locations[edit | edit source] Bus Depot (starting position)[edit | edit source]
M14 - Inside the bus station, between a bulletin board and some lockers, on the wall under the light. Olympia - Inside the bus station, in front of the front door. Quick Revive - Located inside the bus station, at the end of a small corridor, right next to the main door. Turbine - Parts: tailor doll, resting on the map; flat queue template near/below pay phones; and a fan blade on the
seats next to the door that requires energy from the turbine. Navcard - Located to the left of the bus station, behind the entrance to the barrier metro and in front of a dumpster. NAV Table - The meteorite is located in a hole in the wall, near the location of the box. Turbine door - Right next to the turbine working bed. Possible part of the bus inside. It can be used to bypass the main
exit from the bus station. Location of the box - At the front of the deposit, outside. Teddy bear location - On a bench on the far right of the bus depot. Tunnel[edit | edit source] Colt M16A1 - On the wall facing the reader as they exit the bus. Jet Gun - The Jet Engine is located at 3 different points in the tunnel. NAV Table The board will be near the Colt M16A1. If he's not there, he'il
be in the power station. Note: The bus does not stop in the tunnel, as it is not a destination. Diner[edit | edit source] MP5 - Inside the diner, to the right of Speed Cola. Galvaknuckles - On the roof of the Accessible only with the Bus Roof Hatch. Note that using the part in the bus will make the Galvaknuckles inaccessible. Speed Cola - Inside the diner, near the MP5. Zombie Shield
- It can be built in the repair shop next to the diner. It requires two parts, a car door and a cart. The car door is located in three locations inside the workshop: left side of the car on the car elevator, on a work desk in front of the car elevator, and in a side room to the right of the Box location. The cart is located in the diner, most commonly behind the counter and behind a seat near
the back of the diner near the Roof Hatch. NAV Table - The radio is located at the top of the archive in the Garage (the player must jump to grab the part). Turbine door - Pass the diner and repair shop with the lamppost in front. Possible part of the bus inside. Location of the box - Inside the repair shop. The box will always be generated here first. An old view of the diner can be
seen through the reflection of a sniper rifle viewfinder from before the moon events, filled with people and a fully lit neon sign. Farm[edit | edit source] Remington 870 MCS - Inside the barn. Behind the case to the left of the player as they enter through the front door, before climbing the stairs. Turbine door - Shed at the back of the farm, in front of the truck. Claymores is located on
the back wall of the shed, as well as a possible part of the bus. Turret - Built in the lower front room of the farm house. Parts: Lawnmower, rifle barrel and bag of ammunition. Double Tap Root Beer - Perk machine on the upper floor of the barn. The refrigerator - Located on the lower floor of the farm, the refrigerator allows a player to store their current weapon for a later time. The
stored weapon will remain through subsequent playthroughs, until the player removes the weapon. The only weapons that cannot be stored are the ray gun and ballistic knife (this includes both their updated variants), and the initial M1911 pistol (its updated version can be stored). However, if you store a rocket-powered Greivance (updated rocket launcher) in the refrigerator on
Die Rise and then leave the game and open it on TranZit, a Krauss Refibulator (updated ballistic knives) with galvaknuckles will appear instead. Box location - On the balcony of the farmhouse. NAV Table - Feeding box next to the refrigerator on the wall. If it's not there, it's in town. Teddy bear location - Top floor of the house that needs 750 points to open. Lying on a In survival
mode for this room, if you go to the fence gate with a sniper rifle at a certain angle you can see the farm before it is destroyed through lunar events, the same can be done in TranZit. Pylon[edit | edit source] Navcard Reader can be built in the back against the fence directly under the pylon. Nacht Der Untoten (Prototype)[edit | change source] Jet Gun part - - located at the top of
one of the tables. NAV Table - Radio Box located in one of the fallen shelves. Power Station[edit | edit source] AK-74u - On the left side of the shack leading to the underground power plant. Tombstone Soda - On exiting the energy building, on the left before descending on the road. Electric trap - Built on the worktop at the top of the stairs behind the door that requires a turbine or
ignition. Parts: car battery, metal plate/ rod, TV glass. Jet gun - The cables are located in the same area where the electric trap parts are scattered. NAV Table - The board will position you by jumping to the left of the Tombstone advantage, walking on the broken deck and to the right near the barrels will be the part (It is quite difficult to notice). If he's not there, he'il be in the tunnel.
Pack-a-Punch Access Plate - Located behind the position where the player falls into the power plant (near next door to the AK-74u, lower, turn). The plate has a white lightning bolt with a green background on it. A turbine must be placed near this panel to open the corresponding door in the city bank, to access the pack-a-punch machine. Cabin[edit | edit source] Bowie Knife -
Inside the cabin near the back door. Jet gun part (pressure gauge) - On the bed, near the fireplace or on a fallen chair. Town[edit | edit source] Turbine Door - At the back of the city directly from where the bus arrives, on the right. Semtex grenades on the left wall inside. Possible part of the bus. Thrustodyne Aeronautics Model 23 (Jet Gun) build table - In the bar next to the
Stamin-Up Perk-a-Cola machine. Pack-a-Punch Machine - Under the Bank. Access through the two secure doors (opened with explosive spray damage), and the door with lightning, which is opened by putting a turbine in front of the panel at the power plant with the same lightning on it. Note: It's possible on your own. Take a crawler inside the power plant building near the Electric
Trap table, place the turbine at the door with lightning, and run to the bank or take the bus. The player must then arrive at the bank as quickly as possible. While under the bank in the underground laboratory, the player must remain in the PAP tunnel or the door will close and must be reopened. Bank - Where players can deposit and then, withdraw points. Points remain in the
bank even when the player leaves and joins another game. Juggernog Perk-a-Cola car in the building on the left following the bus line out of town. Stamin-Up Perk-a-Cola car on the ground floor of the bar. Bottom drawer - When entering the bank from the side of the bus, hug the right side and look down on the left. You will see two keys in a low on the ground. See sharing points
for greater depth. NAV table - In the back alley in front of the turbine door, it is the power box and would protrude against the dumpster to the random position of the box. If he's not here, he'il be on the farm. Teddy bear location - In one of the bar stands. Bus[edit | edit source] B23R - On the ceiling of the bus, towards the back. Map of TranZit from the Brady Game Guide.
Features[edit | edit source] Five main locations: a bus depot, a diner, a farm, a power plant, and a city. Four smaller places: the Tunnel, Nacht Der Untoten, under the Pylon, and the Cabin. A means of transport, the upgradeable bus, driven by the bus driver. Zombies can hook up to it while on the move, and players can climb onto its roof or fight inside the bus to defend it. Another
method of transport is teleportation. The player can do this by taking a Denizen under the green lampposts found throughout the map and jumping into the portal he creates. Four new playable characters: Misty, Marlton, Samuel, and Russman. Six Perk-a-Colas: Speed Cola, Quick Revive, Juggernog, Stamin-Up, a new version of Double Tap Root Beer called Double Tap 2.0, as
well as a new perk called Tombstone Soda (see below). Two new types of enemies: the Avogadro and the Inhabitants. Buildable: A new system that allows players to build items from individual items around the world. Buildables include a variant of the Assault Shield, called the Zombie Shield, the Turbine (a portable source of energy), the Thrustodyne Aeronautics Model 23, a
Turret, and an Electric Trap (both must be powered by the Turbine), along with the Power Switch, NAV Table, and Pack-a-Punch Machine. Multiple Easter eggs: The main Easter egg, Babble Tower, which has two different routes: the Richtofen trail and the Dr. Maxis trail. There is also musical Easter eggs. The original zombie map: Nacht der Untoten, is present on this map like an
Easter egg. However, it does not have the top level or HELP room available, nor repairable windows. None of the previous items you can buy are present. Part of the Thrustodyne Aeronautics Model 23 and NAV table can be found here. A new Perk-a-Cola: Tombstone Soda. Tombstone Soda allows the player to drop a gravestone at his death site when he is shot down, allowing
him to recover his advantages and weapons when they relax. Call of Duty: Black Ops II weapons (M8A1, Remington 870 MCS, B23R, etc.) can be packed multiple times at a cheaper price (2000 points), occasionally changing attachments. However, guns that were in previous games such as the MP5 can only be packed once. A refrigerator located on the Farm that allows the
player to store weapons and collect them later. Storage persists through subsequent playthroughs, but is store only one weapon per player. A safe in the bank safe (accessible using the ray gun, grenades or explosives to open the secure door) also allows the player to deposit and withdraw points at a price (100 (100 for each withdrawal). Points remain for future games and will
accumulate through multi-game deposits. The maximum amount of points that can be placed in the safe deposit box is 250,000. When the player enters the thick fog between bus stops, they will appear disconsing, attacking the player. They can be killed with repeated melee. Five shots with a normal knife, three shots with a Bowie Knife and two shots with Galvaknuckles. There
are lampposts in all the main areas, except the farm, as well as in the points halfway between them. Using a turbine or turning on the power supply, the lampposts will turn on and turn green. If a player draws a Denizen to an illuminated lamppost, he digs a hole beneath it, which will allow a player to teleport. The teleportation will take the player on another random lamppost on the
map, achieving the fuel efficiency goal. Once a player uses an active teleportation it will disappear, but can be reactivated again with another Denizen. Also, if a player enters a teleportation with another Denizen on them, they sometimes teleport with the player and automatically create another portal to the new location. There are four locations on the map other than bus stops
that are not affected by fog, allowing the player to move freely without being attacked by the Denizens. There's a tunnel between the bus depot and the diner. Here are the Colt M16A1 Assault Rifle and jet turbine, a piece of the Jet Gun that can be found at one of the three points in the tunnel and a part of the Nav Table, a wooden board. Between the farm and the power plant
there is a corn field. Following the bus route the player will see a flashing light pole (it is green if the power is on) up and down on the right side of the road, marking an entrance leading to the corn field. If you followed the path to the camp, you would see a broken car and, shortly after, that there is a path that goes to the right that leads further into the wheat field. Here, the player
will meet Nacht Der Untoten. There is a piece of the Jet Gun, the handlebars, located here and sometimes, there is a piece of the navigation table also located here, a radio. Also in the wheat field, following the bus line, the player will see several routes leading into the corn field to their left. They form interconnect paths, one of which leads to a small opening under a high-voltage
power line tower. This is where you can create the navigation table. There's a cabin between the power plant and the city. Looking out from the right side of the bus, the player will see several small fires burn in the distance marking his Inside the house is the Bowie Knife, as well as one of the parts for the Jet Gun, the measuring meter. The ability to give points to players through
bank keys. You access the keys by hitting them with the or with the Pack - a punched ballistic knife. Players pay 1100 points to create a points powerup that provides 1000 points (see Sharing points lower on the page for more information). Persistent Updates[Editing | Edit Source] Main Article: Persistent Updates New Persistent Effects, called Perma Benefits from the
Community, are a new feature in TranZit and Die Rise and Buried. Not all of these effects have been discovered, nor is there an exact explanation for how to get them. These upgrades stack up with any Advantage at Colas, which means the player can get even faster resuscitation by getting the appropriate update and purchasing Quick Revive. When the player gets an update, a
green flash will appear on the screen and the character will comment on it. When a player loses an update, the game will play a disturbing noise. Sharing Points[edit | edit source] Another important feature is the ability to share points in TranZit. To do this, a player must find a drawer with tags like the one inside the bank vault. They then have to hit it with the Galvaknuckles or the
pack-a-punch ballistic knife After doing this, the player can deposit 1100 points in the safe, which will drop a power-up of 1000 points, which any other player will be able to collect. [1] The sphere looks like a drop of points from Dead Ops Arcade or the bonus drop of QED from the Moon. If a player is standing where the drop will appear when a player deposits 1100 points, the
money will be lost and no one will dare. Buildable[edit | edit source] The turbine is built from the tailor's doll, model plane tail and fan blade, all found in the bus depot's departure room. The turbine can be used to power Perk-a-Cola machines before the power is turned on, although it should be noted that not having a turbine to a machine to the advantage that you purchased will
cause the transparency of the advantage and will not work until the power is applied back to the machine or the main power is turned on. The Turbine also opens some doors, and is necessary to power the Electric Trap and Turret, two other buildable elements, as well as being necessary to open the secret vault at the city bank where you can build the Pack-a-Punch Machine.
The Zombie Shield is built from the car door and handkerchief. The car door is located in the garage part of the gas station or in the room to the right of the worker's bed. The handkerchief is located inside the diner behind the counter on both sides and in another location. Players don't earn points to kill zombies with When not in use and on the player's back, the shield protects
the player from being hit from behind. The Zombie Shield breaks pretty quickly if you use it to hit zombies, although zombies that are hit with the Zombie Shield take huge damage and are pushed back a few meters back. The shield can be deployed, similar to the multiplayer assault shield. It should be that shield effectiveness decreases as rounds increase, and will break even
faster. The Turret is built with lawnmower, unusable DPRK and bag of ammunition, all of which are located at the farm. The lawnmower can be found directly to the left of the door at the back or left of the barrier for directly from the back door of the house or on the ground floor in the barn. The DPRK can lay eggs on an upstairs sofa in the house, on a few barrels near Double Tap,
or on the balcony near the location of the mystery box. The ammo bag is located on the table downstairs. The power of a turbine is required for operation. The Turret fires only at a distance of 90 degrees horizontally. Care should be taken when using the Turret, as the player who takes a shot from it will come down. The power switch is built from the zombie arm, switch lever and
switch panel, all of which are located in the underground part of the power plant. The hand tries again at the top of a ladder or on the far right of the second staircase. The switch lever will be generated on the ground next to the boxes on the right before descending the first ladder or on one of the console benches in the workgroup room. The switch panel will be generated to the
left at the end of the room leading to the larger room, next to a series of boxes between the stair sets or in the workgroup room. Once the power switch is built and activated, the green streetlights along the bus lines are turned on and all Perk-a-Cola machines on Green Run are on. The power supply can also be turned off, at which point all the advantages sink and as well as all
streetlights. The activation of power will e.m. the Avogadro. The electric trap is built from a car battery, a metal plate/rod, and the glass front (including the electrical connector) of a TV, all of which are located in the power plant brick building and built on the work top in the same. Sometimes a part is generated in the lower area of the building. The trap requires energy from a turbine
to operate. The Jet Gun is built with the temperature indicator, motorcycle handbrake, wires and jet turbine, on the city bench at the bar. These pieces are scattered around the map. The jet turbine is always in the tunnel between the bus station and the diner, the temperature indicator is typically inside the cabin between the power plant and the city, the wires are located in the
brick building of the power plant after the power is turned on and the handbrake of the bike is located in Nacht Der Untoten. The Pack-a-Punch Machine is built by the three of the machine, all found inside the bank's Secret Crypt once this area is opened. The parts are: the body of the car, a car battery and a makeshift table made with a wooden board. The bus can be upgraded by
adding three parts, earning players the Undead Man's Party Bus Trophy/Enterprise if all three three added in a game. The ladder can be attached to the left back of the bus. Once attacked, it allows players to climb to the top of the bus. The escape ladder can be attached to the emergency exit hatch in the bus roof and allows players to get on and off the inside. Alternatively, the
Escape Ladder can instead be installed inside the diner that opens the diner roof, allowing access to galvaknuckles. The Escape Ladder can only be used to build a position in a game. The cowcatcher can be attached to the front of the bus, preventing zombies from jumping on the front of the bus. These parts are located randomly in the rooms required by the energy of the bus
depot, diner, farm and city. The navigation table can be built at the radio tower in front of Nacht Der Untoten in the wheat field, from various parts scattered around the map. These parts are a meteor found in a hole in the wall of the bus depot, a radio found in Nacht Der Untoten on a fallen bookcase or at the top of a shelf in the gas station garage, a card reader found on the wall
next to the refrigerator on the farm or next to the dumpster in town, and a wooden board found in the tunnel on the boardwalk or in the power plant near the broken walkway and some boxes of the battery. The NAV table requires a nav card to use that can be found on all maps with TranZit, Die Rise, and Buried cast members. The card accepted at TranZit's NAV Table can be
found on the Buried map, any other card placed in TranZit's NAV Table will be rejected. Note that when playing Easy mode in custom games, parts will not be shown in the map, making it unavailable in Easy mode. The white NAV card found in Die Rise can be brought to this NAV Card table, however it will still say wrong NAV Card! Buried's NAV Card can be successfully inserted
into TranZit's Nav Table, so electricity will light up from the TranZit logo on Earth in the zombie menu. Easter Eggs[edit | edit source] A musical Easter egg is activated just like previous songs; find and press the action button on three Teddy Bears around the map. If pressed in order, the song Carrion, sung by Clark S. Nova, will play. The first is outside the departure room, on a
wooden bench, near a lava pool. The second is located in the Farmhouse, on a mattress on the second floor of the house. The third is located in a padded chair, in the bar, next to the pool table in the city. The Easter Egg story, Tower of Babble, can only be performed on It's a result on Xbox 360 worth 75G and a silver trophy on PlayStation 3. There are two ways to the Easter
egg: Dr. Maxis', who requires power to be turned off, and Richtofen's, where power is maintained, but the player must play as Samuel J. Stuhlinger to be able to listen to richtofen richtofen Another Easter egg is a spot near the farm, in the depths of the corn field. Walking through a few cuts through this camp ends at Nacht Der Untoten, the first zombie map of Call of Duty: World
at War. An old TV in the Cottage of the Farm Area will play radio messages if the action button is pressed on it. Anywhere on the map, if the player looks at the reflection in a sniper viewfinder (such as the DSR 50), they can see the area as it was before the events of the Moon. In the city if the player pays close attention to the traffic light, a morse code is displayed and says: Help
me so I can help you, the future is ours to destroy, power is knowledge, go to light, stay close to me, energy can only be transformed. [2] Objectives/Trophies[edit | edit source] Tower of Babble (75 / Silver Trophy ) - In TranZit, obey voices. Don't Fire Until You See (30 / Bronze Trophy) - In TranZit, open all doors without being set on fire. The Lights Of Their Eyes (5 / Bronze
Trophy ) - In Green Run, pacify at least 10 zombies with 1 EMP. Undead Man's Party Bus (15 / Bronze Trophy ) - In TranZit, complete all additions to the bus in 1 game. Standard equipment may vary (25/ Bronze Trophy) - In TranZit, acquire 4 different items that can be equipped in 1 game. You Have No Power Over Me (15 / Bronze Trophy) - In TranZit, defeat him without being
attacked by him. I Don't Think They Exist (10 / Bronze Trophy) - In TranZit, kill one of the forest dwellers while hooked on you. Fuel Efficient (10 / Bronze Trophy ) - In TranZit, use an alternative mode of transport. Happy Hour (10 / Bronze Trophy) - In TranZit, buy 2 different perks before turning on the power. Dance On My Grave (5 / Bronze Trophy ) - In Green Run, acquire your
quotes from Tombstone[edit | edit source] Main article: TranZit/Quotes T.V. Messages[edit | edit source] Main article: TranZit/T.V. Messages Gallery[edit | edit source] Misty holding the Jet Gun.Zombie Shield, The equivalent of an Assault Shield.Marlton, one of the new characters. Misty, the girl seen on the Zombies teaser poster. Zombies following the bus. Cabin bus stop
leading to the power switch room. View of the bar found in The City.Add a photo to this Gallery Video[edit | edit source] Black ops 2 Zombies Tranzit Multiplayer Gameplay (part1)Black Ops 2 Zombies Tranzit Multiplayer Online Gameplay(part2)Black Ops 2 Get to Nacht Der Untoten on Tranzit (Zombies Easter Egg)Tutorial on how to get to Nacht der Untoten.How to get free max
ammo in TranzitTutorial on how to make free Easter egg max ammo. Undead Man's Party Bus Results GuideHow to Unlock the Undead Man's Goal/Trophy Bus. Add a photo to this Gallery Trivia[edit | edit source] The song activated when interacting with three teddy bears scattered on the map was Skrillex's Try It Out during development. At the time of release, the song was by
Carrion, the current Easter egg song for TranZit. The letters on the diner sign say North Highway Diner, but only six letters light up, making him say Now die. Under this sign it should read OPEN 24 HOURS but instead it reads ON 4 U since only these four characters are on. Once power is turned on, ads for an invisible speaker can be heard at the bus depot. The words spoken in
the messages are indeterminable. There are many posters in the spawning area, one of which shows the electric tower (needed for the Easter egg) with the words POWER! beneath it. This poster can also be seen in the campaign and multiplayer. There's also a Nuke Donkey poster and a Ride The Bus poster. If a player gets off while on the bus, they will be able to be revived by
another player, regardless of distance, as long as they are both on the bus. In the wheat fields, you can hear the horrible laughter of a little girl. It feels better under the pylon where there are no denizeni around. [3] References[edit | edit source] Contents of the Call of Duty: Black Ops II Gametypes community are available in CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noticed.
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